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Abstract. In this paper we describe an approach based on infrared
camera and novel methods about how to detect license plates on rear-
side of a vehicle in still image or video stream. Particular contribution is
posed on discovering plate area by edge search on each side of plate and
reconstruction of rectangular shape. The recognized plate area is rotated
and adjusted for a better character separation. Top hat morphological
operator is used to extract characters from plate background. Each single
character inside plate area is separated even in case of tilted shape. This
approach try to slice the plate vertically, and it follow the character
profile that hit on his vertical path. Pattern matching based on modified
Yule dissimilarity measure is used for character recognition. Performance
on 200 images are discussed.

1 Introduction

License plate recognition regards completely automated system that can recog-
nize the vehicle automatically. Without any added device installed inside the
authorized car, we want to make possible to recognize each vehicle by reading
automatically his plate. Numerous techniques have been developed in still images
or video sequences, the purpose of survey paper [14] is to categorize and assess
them. Issues such as processing time, computational power and recognition rate
are also addressed. Even if the luminance conditions are optimal, problems exist
about tilted character, rotated plates and different plate position on real images
depending by car position and vehicle model.

2 Noise Removal

Software for character recognition must be able to elaborate images with dif-
ferent sort of noises due to low quality camera, environmental conditions, light
levels too low or too high, dirty objects. Another problem regards the ground
area that usually is unknown in outdoor scenes [11,3]. We adopt a fixed camera
looking at a restricted region of interest with an unknown background: a tree
with floating leafs, a street with people, a wall, etc. We cannot cut away the
ground of image and get focus only on the car with simple comparison of two
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frames and motion based segmentation. Many solutions has been found based
on a smart segmentation of the image by supposing that plate is placed in the
bottom centre of image, and using fuzzy logic to discover the white area with
black character inside [13,12]. Other solutions are based on color base retrieval
information as ground plate or character color, high contrast contours and ar-
eas filled with the same color [9], this approach consists to locate the car plate
finding the edges. Acquisition noise is not considered due to high quality camera.

To reduce the price of camera we adopt an interpolated model, that acquires
the frame with two scan of real scene: the first read the odd lines, the second the
others. This acquisition must be corrected, otherwise is not unusable. Some so-
lutions has been proposed when the image is corrupted and nothing more can be
done to the source acquisition [15] but we can modify directly the original image
because between odd and even lines there are not blur modifications. There is
a visible difference between the two interpolated scans, so we discard an acqui-
sition (the odd ones) ad copy twice each other line like stretching vertically the
image. Our approach is not related on moving camera, so it is possible do not
consider problems about line interpolation. Different light intensity are consid-
ered as a noise because the same plate seems to be different if acquired at 8.00
am or at 20.00 pm, and the software must recognize in the same way. This prob-
lem has been solved using: HSB color scheme, infrared camera, shape contours.
Using an image codification like HSB we have three channel calculated from the
RGB color scheme [5] because less sensible to light brightness. This solution was
unused because we use infrared cameras that resolved the problem of varying il-
lumination by hardware. This method emerged from the retroreflective material
(this material returns the light back to the source and thus improves the con-
trast of the image) of plate surface and has already been tested [14] achieving
a detection rate of 99.3% also in several commercial systems. An infrared hard-
ware light up only the plate and make his contrast highest with the rest of the
figure. This solution was good except the problem of lamp power consumption
inside illumination unit. To ensure the correct illumination of the plate we had
to keep on the lamp all the day and all the night. Using a second motion detector
software that check if something is moving we switch on or off the lamp during
the day, so the power consumption is lower. When the area is empty (nothing is
moving), the lamp is switched off. During the night it is necessary to keep on the
lamp or use magnetic sensors (generally, non optical sensors) that find the car
passages and switch on the lamp. The camera are placed near the road in car
park as restricted area. Since infrared light does not contain any of the colors
visible to our vision system, the image acquired by camera is monochromatic.

3 Plate Detection

Now we extract the image area corresponding to a plate, even in case of different
inclination or vehicle color. We convert the RGB scheme in YUV scheme and
work on the Y (luminance) layer (U and V are used for color and saturation
values, similarly to HSB). Using a threshold we obtain a monochromatic image
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of all shapes (Fig. 1) where white areas could contain the plate. Not all plates
are well acquired and the algorithm try to restore the corrupted areas by fill-
ing empty black areas between edge white zones if there are more than 6/8 of
white edge neighbors around the empty pixel group. These threshold has been
estimated experimentally.

Fig. 1. Infrared image (left) and white areas detected by edge detection (right)

This approach need to distinguish the four corners plate and we adopt Sobel
edge detector [5]. Horizontal and vertical masks have the same function, so we
just describe the procedure for the horizontal one. First, the mask is convoluted
on image and return a value positive or negative that represent the weighted
distance between the pixel luminance under the area of the mask. This value is
positive for areas that start from a dark color to a whitest color, and negative
in other case, the absolute value of result is the contrast of pixel. Keeping the
sign of the Sobel extraction we can distinguish the left side of the plate, from
black to white is positive, and the right side, from white to black is negative.
Similar for top and bottom side of the plate with the vertical mask. To make the
contours less bold, skeletonization can create thinner segments without break
their continuity. This algorithm can distinguish four different contours of the
plate and any other rectangular object in the picture. Therefore, it is necessary
to analyze inside each object.

4 Plate Recognition

We adopt the Italian plate that is a rectangular area with some specific geome-
tric features. The height is more or less 1/4 of the weight and the longer side
is the horizontal one, and these features are independent from the rotation of
the plate. Contours are now covered with parts of borders and the omnipresent
noise due to imperfection of the acquired image. Too many objects on image
make more difficult to localize the real plate. We discard all small segment and
all ambiguous elements. Usefulinformation about each single segment on image
are stored in table: length, X and Y coordinates of the two vertex for each seg-
ment, inclination in degrees. Analyzing the table it is possible to detect segments
with vertex coordinates near another segment in order to link them together, so
lengths of the two segments are added together and a new segment take the place
of them that are removed from table. Two segments are considered potentially
near if there are no more than a small percentage of blank background in the
gap between them. This threshold is based on length of two segments. When all
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segment near and similar has been linked and all others too small are discarded,
we overlap the original contours on image using thin borders, obtaining an image
with useful edges.

The analysis is now combined with table and obtained image of contours.
Searching edges inclination, position and length in table, we can suppose that a
particular area is a plate instead a mirror, a stripe or other rectangular objects.
First, we find a left side (Fig. 2.A) corresponding to a vertical segment. If the
segment is not composed by more than 10 pixels, we can suppose where could be
the right side of the plate multiplying x4 the length of segment. In this supposed
area we search a right side (Fig. 2.B). Now we return to image obtained from
contours extraction and we check if there are enough pixels in top area (Fig. 2.C).
If true, we search the same condition under top area and verify if there are
enough pixels in the lower area (Fig. 2.D). These threshold has been estimated
experimentally.

Fig. 2. Localization of segments around the plate and reconstruction of rectangular
shape, from left side (A) to inferior side (D)

Now the plate is inside the region of interest located by: 4 vertex, inclination of
horizontal and vertical sides. Plates of dark vehicles are easier to locate, because
the distance between white and black area is more easy to localize, so segments
are less fragmentized.

5 Plate Adjusting

Rotation of known angle is fundamental for pattern matching, in order to re-
alignment of rows on image in case of rotated plate. Fig. 3 shows that after

Fig. 3. Leaned characters after plate rotation (left) and zoom on single character with
little distortion (right), white line denotes the plate area and the angle of rotation
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image rotation the characters are still leaned, due to half lines that we have ac-
quired by interpolation problem. With only odd lines we discard 50% of vertical
information and all objects are distorted.

Plate rotation is referred to center coordinates (X0, Y0) of plate rectangle, α
is the inclination of horizontal side, (XIN , YIN ) coordinates of pixel by:

XIN = (XOUT − X0)cos(−α) − (YOUT − Y0)sin(−α) + X0

YIN = (XOUT − X0)sin(−α) − (YOUT − Y0)sin(−α) + Y0

A pixel placed in (XOUT , YOUT ) originally blank is filled with the gray level in
XIN , YIN . Now we test the difference between horizontal and vertical inclination.
In case of more or less 90 degrees, the vertical sides are not leaded, and that is
correct. Otherwise, we have to adjust them (Fig. 4). Starting from the top of
rotated plate, we shift on the rows by sh x pixel and the angle value of adjusting
is calculated by:

angRadV = 90 − abs(Horizontal side inclination− vertical side inclination)

sh x = abssin[(angRadV ) ∗ (y − YIN )]

Two binary levels from the selected area are extracted: background (white)
and symbol (black). Binarization algorithms needs a given value used for dis-
crimination between two level of black and white [14]. This threshold changes
in each image, so it is necessary a lot of test case. Our solution is the top hat
morphological operator [5] applied to plate area, so we separate the inside char-
acters from uniform background without a static threshold. The only value that
we have to set up is the range of the mask, but experimentally there is not par-
ticular difference between results of bigger or smaller range of the masks. We
delete noises on the top and the bottom of the plate by deleting horizontal black
lines that are longer than 18 of plate width. Then we find the longer white lines

Fig. 4. Horizontal rows adjusted after left shift

Fig. 5. Noise removed around the characters (top), example of rotated plate and no
noise on top and bottom of the characters after the cleaning (down)
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on the top and the bottom of plate and delete the upper and lower side (Fig. 5).
In some case we have vertical lines on left and right of plate area, we delete
residual noise later.

6 Character Extraction

Now it is possible to separate characters by pattern matching [1,14]. Due to
small percents of imperfection in the alignment algorithm and related inclination
correction, it is not possible to separate character with an easy horizontal and
vertical histogram projection [14].

We propose to correct all problems of sliced character and unaligned rows
using ”the falling pixel solution” due to his similitude to a small rock that fall
from the top to the bottom and hit the characters on the way. This solution
works fine on single line of characters on each plate, if we have two (or more)
row of characters we must slice them in parts with only a character row each one.
The assumption is that each character is a shape without interruption, character
set like Chinese or Arabic need morphological operator [8,2,16,10,14]. In case of
a string that are a bit tilted (Fig. 6), analyzing top-down the shape of plate we
try to let fall a pixel. If the falling pixel locates an obstacle (black pixel) it change
his direction to right, and try to fall again. If the falling is stopped, the method
come back the falling pix to the top of shape and to left of previous starting
point. In Fig. 6 character A is correctly sliced and in character X there are two
attempts: the first ends in the V-hole of the character and does not slice it, the
second one fall to the end, and the slice is correct. In case of a bad character
extraction of L or J the algorithm can fail. Results good for plate acquired at a
distance of 3 meters (9,84 feet) between the plate and the camera.

Fig. 6. Separation method based on falling pixel in unaligned characters (left) and
output (right)

Fig. 7 shows shapes separation. The bottom one is a bit more unaligned than
the top one, but the character separation works correctly looking at C and K
symbols. Singles areas are recognized as uniform regions (character + ground)
separated each others by a sort of wall due to falling pixel method. Looking
at black and whites pixel inside the sliced areas we cam localize a character
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Fig. 7. Failed acquisitions (top) and correct character separation (down), all these
plates has been rotated and corrected. Gray box localizes a single character.

(40% black pixels) or discard a small black noise (less than 40% of black pixels).
This algorithm can fail in case of acquisition is not good and the character is
not closed. For example, the T letter could be sliced in a wrong way if the top
part of the character is too thin. Fig. 7 shows some examples of good and bad
acquisition after the falling pixel has sliced the characters.

7 Character Recognition

There are lots of methods about optical character recognition [4,14]. Our ap-
proach is based on comparison of acquired character to test set of Italian char-
acter that are was acquired apart. In case of similitude between a couple of
character, probably they are the same shape and the output is the name of cor-
respondent prototype. In order to match the character with a set of standard
prototype characters using pattern matching, we align the acquired area to area
of test set stretching the shape from original position to target position. If the
target is larger than the original, some pixels must be copied more then one
time (stretching), otherwise if the original is larger than the target some pixel
must be ignored (compressing). This deformation step could modify the shape
quality, therefore some areas of the acquired character could be ambiguous and
the algorithm use a weight to calculate the precision of acquired sample char-
acter. Let a pixel on acquired character, b pixel on target position, A width of
acquired character, B width of corresponding character in target set, the pro-
portion is a : A = b : B so b = aB/A and similar approach is used for vertical
reposition. The size of final character is 13 x 25 pixels. The character set is a
text file obtained by the binarization of each character taken from plates. Fig. 8
shows the shape of a Z acquired: 0 corresponds to a single pixel of character,
1 corresponds to a single background pixel, 2 corresponds to no relevant pixel
that can be considered as background or object and do not affect the character
matching assuming different weight in next matching to avoid errors of matching
between acquired character and prototype set [7] due to stretching and rotation
step.

Each character of prototype set is labeled in same way. The distance measuring
is often involved to match a known image with a set of unknown images and
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Fig. 8. Labels on pixel describing the shape of the Z character: 0 is the bone of char-
acter, 1 is the background, 2 is ambiguous area

find out the most similar to the first one. The best way to return the most
correct interpretation consists of checking correspondent pixels (black on black),
correspondent ground pixels (white on white) and different pixels that does
not have a match on image (black on white or vice versa). We adopt the Yule
similarity measure [6] with changes about squared value for distance between
responses and make sure that is not possible a division by zero:

D = ((N11 + N00)2 − (N01 + N10)2)/((N11 + N00)2 + (N01 + N10)2)

1. N00 = white on acquired image, white on test set: background match
2. N01 = white on acquired image, black on test set: no match
3. N10 = black on acquired image, white on test set: no match
4. N11 = black on acquired image, black on test set: object match

Pixels of prototype set marked as 2 are considered as a special pixel that increase
N11 or N10, but not affect value of N01 and N10. In fact, black pixel on acquired
image that match a label 2 on prototype set increases value of N11, and a back-
ground white pixel on acquired image that match with label 2 on prototype set
increases value of N10. The shape contours may be different even in case of the
character is the same, so this algorithm compare the acquired symbols to the
entire set and return the most similar character.

8 Experimental Results

In case of shape not closed and has some breaks, falling pixel algorithm try to
slice a symbol that is in effect unique. Test has been performed on 203 images of
rear-side plates acquired from infrared camera placed at entry of car parking with
different climatic factors like rain, fog and by night. Computing time is around
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120 -500 milliseconds of execution on an AMD 64 bit (running on Ubuntu 6.4
x64) - 2.2 GHz. 200 plates has been found (99% of totality) and no false positive
were found. About character extraction, there are some problems if the plate is
too near or too far from the camera, it is possible to analyze a video stream and
not a singular image. 50% of character are correctly found and the others are
false positive. Vertical line on left and right sides of plates are often read like I
or 1 characters. Sometime stretching the I and the 8 transform in shape similar
to 1 and B.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an approach for the recognition of car license
plates by infrared camera. The obtained results are satisfactory enough and
make the system able to work efficiently in practice. This approach is suitable
to localize and reading car plate area inside a larger image with any background
and plate inclination less than 45 degrees or position. This strategy is only for
car plates and not for scooters or other shape of plates different from the Italian
standard car plate. For other shapes we change the proportion between width and
height of the plate and the set of characters. Novel methods to recognize license
concerns on discovering and adjusting the plate area, top hat morphological
operator to extract characters, modified Yule dissimilarity measure for character
recognition. In order to achieve best recognition it is possible to consider two
solutions: give a weight to response and evaluate not only if a character is correct
or not but if it is similar to it, to consider not only the most correspondent
character by Yule measure but a set of first 3 characters that match with acquired
symbol. A plate is now a fusion of all these set of candidates for each character
of acquired plate and the number of false positive will decrease.
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